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COURSE TITLE: Carpentry 
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POS TASKS: 

201  Demonstrate the ability and proper use of small hand tools. 

202  Demonstrate the ability and proper use of sawing tools. 

203  Demonstrate the ability and proper use of fastening tools. 

204  Demonstrate the ability and proper use of measuring tools. 

205  Demonstrate the ability and proper use of cutting and sharp tools. 

206  Demonstrate the ability to sharpen cutting tools. 

208  Demonstrate the ability and proper use of finishing tools. 

209  Demonstrate the ability to properly maintain hand tools. 
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PUPOSE: Carpenters must be able to use, maintain and repair hand tools.  Power 
tools can not always provide the carpenter with a means to accomplish the task.  They 
then must rely on hand tools to do the task. 

NOCTI: 
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PENNSYLVANIA CORE STANDARDS: 

CCS Standards For Reading for Technical Subjects – Standard 3.5 

Key Ideas/Details 
Standard CC.3.5.9-10.A  Standard CC.3.5.11-12A 
Cite specific textual evidence, etc.. 
Page 14 in the module 

Integrate Knowledge & Ideas 
Standard CC.3.5.9-10.I 
Compare and contrast findings presented in a text to those from other sources, etc. 
Page 22 in the module 

Standard CC.3.5.11-12.G 
Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats… to 
solve a problem. 
Page 14 in the module 

CCS Standards For Mathematics -  Standard 2.0 

Standard Area: Numbers and Operations 
Standard 2.1.HS.F.2 
Apply properties of rational and irrational numbers to solve real world or mathematical 
problems. 
Page 13 in the module 

Standard 2.1.HS.F.4 
Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the solution of multi-step 
problems. 
Page 17 in the module 
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REVISION:  6/2015 

CERTIFICATION: NAHB HBI CERTIFICATION 

DIRECTIONS and PROCEDURES: 

1. PREVIEW  the complete module

2. Complete the following procedure steps

3. Take the Pre-Test

4. PREVIEW all of Chapter 1 in the RCA Carpentry textbook.

5. Complete the first 2 sections of the KWL worksheet.

6. Read the complete nodule.

7. Read all of Chapter 1 in the RCA Carpentry textbook.

8. Define the vocabulary words listed below

9. Take notes during theory class.

10. Complete the job sheets in the job sheet packet

11. Pass the Post-Test with a minimum score of 70%

12. Complete the final box of the KWL worksheet

LITERACY ASSIGNMENT: KWL Worksheet at the end of packet. 

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: 

This will be accomplished through the use of: 
Theory in the classroom 
Demonstrations by the instructor 
Both graded and non-graded job assignments relating to the mastery of the POS 
tasks 
Written unit test 
Performance assessments to rate the students competency of the tasks 
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SAFETY: 
Safety rules and regulations of the carpentry trade as well as any applicable OSHA 
standards and appropriate PPE. 

STUDENT ACCOMMODATIONS: 

Students who are in need of accommodations will receive the following: 

Presentation accommodations 

Setting accommodations 

Response accommodations 

Timing/Scheduling accommodations 

REFERENCES: 

1. Residential Construction Academy text:  Carpentry

Images from: 

RCA  Carpentry : eResource cd 

RCA Carpentry Textbook 

Vogt, Floyd.  Carpentry.  New York:  Thompson Delmar Learning, 2003 

RCA Carpentry E-resource CD 

Vogt, Floyd.  Carpentry.  New York:  Thompson Delmar Learning, 2003 

RCA Carpentry Instructor’s Resource Guide 

Vogt, Floyd.  Carpentry.  New York:  Thompson Delmar Learning, 2003 
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EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES: 

1. Module

2. Student notebook

3. Text-book RCA Carpentry

4. Job sheets packet

5. Student performance assessment packet

6. Building plans

7. Carpentry Shop

8. Lumber

9. Post-Test
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NAME_______________________DATE__________________ 

Hand Tools Pre-Test

Multiple Choice 
Identify the letter of the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question. 

____ 1. Steel tapes used by carpenters are divided into feet, inches, and ____. 
a. 16ths of an inch c. 12ths of an inch
b. 10ths of an inch d. 3rds of an inch
 
 

____ 2. The proper and safe use of chisels requires that ____. 
a. one hand is held in front of the cutting edge
b. both hands are kept behind the cutting edge
c. they not be kept sharp
d. they be carried in the carpenters pockets
 
 

____ 3. The ____ plane is 14" long and considered the best all around bench plane. 
a. block c. rabbet
b. power d. jack
 
 

____ 4. Most carpenters prefer the ____ block plane because it has a smoother cutting action and fits into 
the hand more comfortably. 
a. high-angle c. low-angle
b. bull nose d. hollow ground
 
 

____ 5. When a carpenter has whetted a plane iron, she or he has ____.
a. cleaned it c. sharpened it
b. oiled it d. made a cut with it
 
 

____ 6. Tin snips are used to cut which of the following materials?
a. thin sheet metal c. wire
b. vinyl siding d. a and b
 
 

____ 7. This handsaw is used to cut wood across the grain.
a. ripsaw c. hacksaw
b. crosscut saw d. keyhole saw
 
 

____ 8. This saw is used to cut wood with the grain.
a. ripsaw c. hacksaw
b. crosscut saw d. keyhole saw
 
 

____ 9. To keep a saw blade from binding in the material, the teeth are alternately bent to provide
clearance for the blade. This is called ____. 
a. kerf c. lean
b. wave d. set
 
 

____ 10. What is the cut in the material made by the blade of a saw called? 
a. groove c. kerf
b. chip d. set
 
 

____ 11. When making a cut with a crosscut saw on a piece of finished lumber, the best side of the lumber 
should be kept ____. 
a. facing up c. clean
b. facing down d. a or b
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____ 12. A traditional carpenter’s handsaw is designed to cut on the ____. 
a. upstroke
b. downstroke
c. both the up- and downstroke
 
 

____ 13. Compass and keyhole saws are designed to ____. 
a. make straight cuts c. make curved cuts
b. drill through wood d. cut steel
 
 

____ 14. The coping saw is used primarily to cut molding ____. 
a. into small pieces c. in half
b. at 45-degree angles d. into a coped joint
 
 

____ 15. Hacksaws are generally used to cut material such as ____. 
a. hardwood c. metal
b. softwood d. glass
 
 

____ 16. The best choice for general carpentry work is a ____ claw hammer. 
a. 16–20-ounce c. 28-ounce
b. 13-ounce d. 32-ounce
 
 

____ 17. A wallboard saw would be used to cut which of the following materials? 
a. concrete c. plywood
b. gypsum board d. particle board
 
 

____ 18. Toenailing is a technique of driving nails ____. 
a. at the bottom of an assembly c. straight
b. at an angle d. with your feet
 
 

____ 19. Blunting the point of a nail will help prevent ____. 
a. the wood from splitting c. the nail from rusting
b. the nail from bending d. the hammer from glancing off the nail
 
 

____ 20. Nails driven at an angle ____. 
a. decrease holding power c. should not be used
b. increase holding power d. none of the above
 
 

____ 21. A nail claw, also called a cat's paw, is used to ____. 
a. drive nails c. cut nails
b. pull nails d. straighten nails
 

Matching 

Match the following layout tools to their best description. 
a. speed square e. carpenter’s level/spirit level
b. framing square f. plumb bob
c. combination square g. chalk line
d. sliding t-bevel h. wing dividers
 

____ 22. used to lay out circles or arcs and to mark equal distances 

 

____ 23. used to test plumb and level surfaces 

 

____ 24. blade can be adjusted to copy or lay out almost any angle 

 

____ 25. triangular in shape 

 

____ 26. stretched between two points to mark a straight line 

 

____ 27. hung from a string to determine vertical 

 

____ 28. has a movable scale and can be used to gauge depth 

 

____ 29. L-shaped and used to lay out stairs and rafters 
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VOCABULARY: NAME__________________________DATE___________ 

(Standard CC.3.6.9-10.B) 

Crosscut - 

Dado - 

Groove - 

Heel - 

Kerf - 

Level- 

Plumb - 

Plumb bob - 

Rabbet - 

Square – 

Toe - 

Whet - 
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Hand Tools Outline

A) Layout Tools

1. These are the tools a carpenter uses to measure distances and layout or mark out

lines and angles and set vertical or level pieces.

2. Measuring Tools

i) The ability to take measurements quickly and accurately must be mastered

early in the carpenter's training.

ii) Rules and tapes used in construction in the United States are divided into feet,

inches, and sixteenths of an inch. (CCS 2.1.HS.F.2)

iii) Most carpenters use the pocket tape, which is commonly available in 6-foot to

30-foot lengths.

iv) Steel tapes of 50-foot and l00-foot lengths are commonly used to layout

longer measurements.

v) Keep steel tapes dry or lightly oiled to prevent rusting.

3. Squares

i) The carpenter has the use of a number of different kinds of squares to layout

square and other angle cuts.

ii) Combination squares consists of a movable blade, 1 inch wide and 12 inches

long which slides along the body.
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(1) A combination square is used to mark or test 90-degree and 45-degree

angles.

(2) A combination square can function as a depth gauge to layout or test the

depth of rabbets, grooves, and dados.

(3) It can also be used with a pencil as a marking gauge to draw lines parallel

to the edge of a board. (CCS CC.3.5.11-12.G)

iii) Speed squares have a triangular shape, are made of plastic or aluminum alloy,

and are available in different sizes, usually 8 or 12 inches.

(1) They are used to layout angles, especially 90 degree and 45-degree angles.

(2) A degree scale on the square allows various angles to be laid out.

(3) Other scales on the square are used to layout rafters.

iv) Framing squares, often called steel squares, are L-shaped and made of steel or

aluminum.

(1) The longer of the two legs is called the blade or body and is 2 inches wide

and 24 inches long.

(2) The shorter leg is called the tongue and it is 1 1/2 inches wide and 16

inches long. (CCS CC.3.5.9-10.A, CC.3.5.11-12A)
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(3) The outside corner is called the heel.

(4) A number of different tables are stamped on both sides of the square.

These tables are used to layout rafters and determine diagonal

measurements.

(5) Framing squares are also used to layout stairs and bridging.

v) Sliding T-bevels are sometimes called bevel squares and are used to layout or

test angles other than those laid out with squares.

4. Levels

i) The term level is used to indicate that which is horizontal, and the term plumb

is used to indicate that which is vertical.

ii) Carpenter's level is used to test both level and plumb surfaces.

(1) The air bubble in the vial must be exactly centered between the lines

marked on the tube.
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(2) Caution: Care must be taken not to drop the level as it may break the vial 

and/ or affect accuracy. 

(3) Test for accuracy. 

 
iii) Plumb bob is suspended from a string and hangs absolutely vertical when it 

stops swinging. 

 
(1) It can be suspended from a great height to establish one point that is plumb 

over another. 
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(CCS 2.1HS.F.4) 

5. Chalk Lines

i) Chalk lines consist of a line and reel filled with chalk dust.

ii) A line coated with chalk dust is stretched tightly between two points and

snapped near the center against a flat surface.

iii) Chalk is usually red or blue. Red tends to be permanent and will bleed through

many paints.

iv) Using the chalk line:

(1) When unwinding the chalk line, keep it off the surface until the line is

ready to be snapped.

(2) Make sure the line is stretched tight before snapping in order to produce a

neat and straight line.

(3) If the line sags, take the sag out by supporting the line near the center.

(4) Keep the line from getting wet.
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6. Scribers

i) Wing dividers can be used as a compass or to space off equal distances.

ii) Scribers are similar but have a pencil attached to one end.

iii) Scribing is a technique of laying out stock to fit against irregular surfaces.

B) Edge-cutting Tools

1. Wood Chisel

i) Wood chisels are used to cut recesses in wood for such things as door hinges

and locksets.

ii) Chisels come in widths of 1/4 inch, 1/2 inch, 3/4 inch, 1 inch, and 11/2 inches.

iii) Be sure to keep both hands behind the cutting edge.
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2. Bench Planes

i) Bench planes are used for smoothing rough surfaces.

ii) Bench planes are given names according to their lengths. The longest is called

the jointer, then the fore, jack, and smooth planes.
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3. Block Planes

i) Block planes are smaller than bench planes and are designed to be held in one

hand.

ii) The bevel of the cutting edge is on the top side in block planes. On bench

planes, it is on the bottom.
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iii) To produce a keen edge, chisels and plane irons must be whetted (sharpened)

using an oilstone or water stone.

4. Tin Snips

i) Tin snips are also referred to as aviation snips.

ii) Tin snips are used to cut thin metal such as roof flashing and plastic such as

vinyl siding.

iii) Three styles of aviation snips are available. Yellow handles are for straight

cuts, green handles are for cutting curves to the right, and red handles are for

cutting curves to the left.
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5. Utility Knife

i) The utility knife has replaceable blades.

ii) It is used to cut a wide variety of material such as gypsum board, soft boards,

asphalt shingles, etc.

C) Tooth Cutting Tools

1. Handsaws.

i) Crosscut saws cut across the grain.

ii) Ripsaws cut with the grain.

iii) Crosscut saws have teeth shaped like a knife. Ripsaws have teeth shaped like

chisels. (CCS CC.3.5.9-10.I)

iv) The teeth of handsaws have "set" to prevent the saw from binding.

v) Kerf is the width of the cut made in the wood by the saw.

vi) Handsaws are designed to cut on the down stroke.
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vii) Compass and Keyhole Saws

viii) Compass saw is used to make curved cuts.

ix) Keyhole saw is similar to the compass saw except that the blade is narrower.

x) In soft material, such as gypsum board, the point of the saw can be simply

pushed through the material to start.
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2. Coping Saw

i) Coping saw is used to make a coped joint.

ii) Blades may be installed pointing away or pointing towards the handle.

3. Hacksaws

i) Hacksaws are used to cut various materials but usually metal. Coarse tooth

blades are used for thicker material and finer blades are used on thinner

material.

4. Wallboard Saw

i) The wallboard saw is a compass saw especially designed for gypsum board.

D) Fastening Tools

1. Hammers
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i) Claws may be straight or curved.

ii) 16- to 20-ounce hammers are for finish work and have handles of

approximately 12" in length.

iii) 20- to 30-ounce hammers are used for framing and have handles of 14-18".

Longer Handle.

2. Nail Sets

i) Nail sets are used to set nail heads below the surface.

ii) Most common sizes: 1/32,2/32,3/32. Size refers to diameter of the tip.

3. Nailing Techniques

i) Face nailing describes nailing straight through one piece into another.

ii) Toenailing is a technique of driving nails at an angle to fasten the end of one

piece to another.

iii) Blunting the nail point helps prevent splitting the wood.
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iv) Drive nails at an angle for greater holding power.

4. Screwdrivers

i) Slotted screwdrivers have straight tips of different sizes.

ii) Phillips screwdrivers have cross-shaped tips. Phillips come in size Number I,

Number 2, and Number 3.

iii) Other screwdrivers include the Robertson screwdriver, which has a squared

tip.

iv) Screwdriver bits are designed to drive a screw using a drill or screw gun.
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v) Select screws so that 2/3 of their length penetrates the piece that they are

gripping.

E) Dismantling Tools

1. Hammers

i) Claw hammers are used for pulling nails.

ii) To increase leverage, place a small block of wood under the hammer head.

2. Bars and Pullers

i) Wrecking bars are available in lengths from 12 to 36 inches.

ii) A Flat bar is used to pry small work and pull small nails.
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iii) A Nail claw, also called a cat's paw, is used to extract nails that have been

driven all the way in.

F) Holding Tools

iv) An Adjustable wrench is used to turn nuts, lag screws, and bolts.

v) Combination pliers are designed for general use such as extracting, turning or

holding objects.
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vi) C Clamps are used for holding objects together. The size is determined by the

throat opening.

vii) Spring clamps open like scissors.

viii) Wood screws are hardwood blocks with threaded rods through them.

ix) Quick clamps are designed for speed and ease of operation. They are one of

many types of bar clamp.
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CARPENTRY 

K-W-L WORKSHEET

NAME: LEVEL:    1    DATE: 

ARTICLE TITLE:  

TIME START:    TIME FINISH: 

One complete paragraph per box.  Complete sentences are a must! 

  

K      What do I already KNOW        
 about this topic?

W What do I WANT to know 
               about this topic? 

L What did I LEARN  after 
              reading about this topic? 
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What are 
hand tools?

Many of today’s on-the-job injuries result from the 
improper use of hand tools. Workers have lost their 
eyesight and had their vision impaired, tendons 
severed, bones broken, and arms, legs and fingers 
infected through puncture wounds, all because of 
unsafe practices with hand tools or use of tools 
poorly designed for the specific job.

There is no set of established codes concerning the 
proper use of hand tools. Because guards are not 
built into hand tools like they are on power hand 
tools, workers must be especially aware of safety 
precautions to prevent injuries.

It is necessary for training instructors to stress the 
seriousness of using hand tools.

The right tool is the safe tool
An accident-free shop begins when workers adhere 
to the rule of using the proper tools for jobs. When 
used properly, the right tool is the safe tool.

Safety must be an integral part of every trade train-
ing activity. Students learn why safety is so impor-
tant through clear instructions and by performing 
tasks that require certain skills and knowledge.

No matter how mechanized an industry becomes, 
plant operations will still depend on hand tools.

It is extremely important that workers who use 
hand tools are properly trained. Do not assume 
workers automatically know how to use them cor-
rectly. They must know how to use tools safely and 
understand why certain procedures are safer than 
others.

Begin with hand tool training
An ideal beginning for any safety program is basic 
safety training in the use of hand tools. As a result, 
safety awareness will likely reach all areas of the 
plant.

Trainees in skilled trades must realize why empha-
sis is placed on the safe use of hand tools. They also 

need to receive experience guidance and instruc-
tion in safe practices.

The safe use of hand tools
All department heads should be familiar with the 
talent and skill of the workers and enforce the rules 
regarding safe handling of hand tools. Department 
heads should also provide special instruction and 
guidance for the worker if necessary. Such training 
will increase the safety of workers who use hand 
tools.

There is only one safe way to use hand tools, 
although there are special tools for almost every 
craft. Keep in mind that there are many ergonomi-
cally designed tools available today. The following 
list consists of tools most commonly used in metal-
working and woodworking industries. These tools 
also can be the most harmful if improperly used.

Awls
Holding an awl at a right angle to the surface of the 
work will prevent injury-causing slips. To make a 
hole with an awl, turn it to the right and to the left 
as it begins piercing the material. Never carry an 
awl in a pocket because the sharp point may cause 
an injury.

Axes
Keep axes sharp for faster chopping and greater 
safety. Use only a thin-bladed narrow ax for hard 
wood, and a thick-bladed wide ax for soft wood. 
When an ax’s edge is dull, it is more likely to slip off 
the surface, rather than cut it.

Make sure there is a clear circle in which to swing 
an ax. Keep axes protected by sheaths or metal 
guards when not in use. Check handles regularly 
for splits, looseness and re-wedging.

Bits
Store bits out of the way in a rack on the bench 
well. Scrapes and cuts can easily result from a stor-
age rack of bits not kept in a safe place.
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Chisels
In most cases, you can determine the safety of a 
hand tool by the condition of its cutting and striking 
ends, particularly in the case of edges and pointed 
tools, such as cold chisels.

A cold chisel with a mushroomed head (rounded 
over into sharp, thin edges by the repeated pound-
ing of a hammer) is a common cause of injury to 
the worker. When a mushroomed head is pounded, 
chips may be knocked off the damaged head and fly 
into the eyes of the worker. Redress mushroomed 
heads on all hand tools.

Grind down the damaged end and then reform it 
with the use of an abrasive wheel. In the redressing 
process, a beveled edge will enable it to stand up 
under more pounding.

Cold chisels
An inadequate cold chisel will buckle or spring if 
the proper size and strength are not used for the 
metal being cut. Hold the chisel lightly in the hollow 
of the hand with palm up, supported by the thumb 
and first two fingers. If the hammer glances, it will 
strike the soft palm rather than the knuckles. When 
using larger chisels that require a fist hold, use a 
cushion for hand protection.

When shearing with a cold chisel, hold the tool at 
an angle, which permits one bevel of the cutting 
edge to ride flat against the shearing plane. Wear 
safety glasses when chipping or shearing with a 
cold chisel. Protect people in the immediate area 
with a shield or screen.

Wood chisels
Always drive a wood chisel by hand in an outward 
direction, away from the body.

Before using a wood chisel, remove nails and metal 
(such as corrugated fastener) from the piece of 
work, or drive them into the material. Otherwise, 
chips will fly off the imbedded metal or off the chisel 
itself. Avoid any type of prying or wedging with a 
chisel because it can cause the steel to snap.

Protect the sharp edges of chisels and store them in 
a rack, workbench or slotted section of a tool box. 
Safety hazards result if workers leave chisels on 
shelves or bench tops where they can roll off.

Crowbars
Use the correct size crowbar for each job. Do not 
use makeshift tools (cheaters) such as pipe lengths, 
iron bars or extensions for leverage. To prevent 
slips, place a block of wood under the head of the 
crowbar.

Cutters
Use heavy duty cutters when cutting heavy wire or 
reinforcing wire, bolts or strapping. It is unsafe to 
overload a light tool. Apply force at a right angle 
to the cutting edge, not at a slant. Never use cut-
ters near live electrical circuits. When using cutters, 
always wear safety glasses. Never use claw ham-
mers, crowbars or other pry tools to snap metal 
bands; use cutters and keep a gloved hand over the 
end that is likely to fly. When using cutters on bolts 
or reinforcing rods, hold the portion to be cut in 
one hand or cover it with a glove to keep it from 
flying. Never tamper with the adjustment on the 
cutter jaws.

Make adjustments only at the tool crib or let the 
manufacturer make them. In the hands of the 
untrained, alterations in the operation of cutters 
may result in improper clearance, which can cause 
the tool to bind, crack or break its jaws. Serious 
injury to the user is also possible.

Files
When using a file, have secure footing before 
applying pressure. Grasp the file with one hand 
and guide the point of the file with the thumb and 
forefinger of the other hand.

Use a vice to secure the material you are filing, and 
position the work piece to avoid awkward filing pos-
tures. Use an offset handle if it is available. Clean 
files require less force. The proper way to clean a 
file is with a file card; never strike it against another 
piece of metal because steel particles can fly off. 
Use the file in an approved handle.

Hacksaws
Apply pressure on the downward stroke only. After 
the forward pressure stroke, slightly lift the saw 
and lightly pull it back in the cut to protect the teeth. 
Twisting the blade or applying too much pressure 
may break the blade and result in hard or arm inju-
ries.
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Cutting too fast with a hacksaw will heat up the blade, 
untemper it and cause it to snap. Light machine oil 
or lubricants protect the blade against mishaps and 
help the hacksaw cut more efficiently.

Hammers
Take special care in selecting the correct type of 
hammer handle when replacements are made; 
each type of hammer head has a specific type of 
handle. Wedge the handle securely in the head and 
make sure it is free of splinters and cracks.

Never strike hardened steel surfaces with a steel 
hammer. Use a soft metal hammer or one with a 
plastic, wood or rawhide head. Always wear safety 
glasses to protect the eyes from flying chips, nail 
heads or scale.

Carefully inspect sledge hammers at regular inter-
vals for split handles and loose or chipped heads. 
Selecting the right hammer for the job is important. 
Use riveting hammers for sheet steel, carpenter or 
claw hammers for driving and drawing nails, and 
ball-peen hammers for metal work.

Hatchets
When working with a hatchet, strike the wood 
lightly with the blade and then force the blade 
through by striking the wood against a solid object. 
Do not strike hard metal surfaces with the hammer 
end of the hatchet because the hardened head may 
chip or split. To avoid injuries to others, allow a suf-
ficient amount of space to swing the hatchet.

Hooks
Keep hand hooks sharp to prevent slips. Shield the 
point of the hook with a one-inch piece of rubber 
hose or carry it in a specially designed sheath, or 
the point of the hook can be pressed into a small 
cork as a protective shield.

Jacks
Check the capacity plate (usually affixed to the side 
of the jack’s housing) to determine the lifting power 
of the jack before it is put into service. Remove the 
jack handle when moving it from job to job.

Also, check the condition of the jack’s holding fix-
ture before each use. Broken teeth are hazardous. 

Place the jack on a level surface before applying 
pressure and securely anchor the base with nailed 
blocks or wedges, or tie it with ropes to prevent 
creeping.

Set the jack at the same angle when raising the load 
by using wedges, iron plates or shims to prevent 
slipping. Remove the jack handle after reaching the 
desired elevation. If not removed, you may strike 
it, causing the jack to topple from under the load, 
which can result in serious injury.

Watch for leaks in hydraulic jacks, because oil and 
grease on the bottom of the under side of the jack 
are particularly hazardous.

Wear safety shoes and keep hands free of oil and 
grease when working with a jack. Use substan-
tial blocking to support the load after it has been 
raised.

Knives
Use hand guards, mesh gloves or other safety 
equipment when working with knives. Try to cut 
away from the body, or keep the body clear and 
wear protective clothing. Avoid jerky motions, 
sudden strains or other movements that might 
cause loss of balance.

Keep a knife in a sheath or holder when carrying 
it on the job. Knives should never be left lying on 
benches or shelves. Keep them sufficiently sharp to 
do the work for which they are intended.

Planes
Store all planes in a rack designed to protect the 
cutting edges from damage and workers from 
injuries. Always keep the cutting edge sharp. Hold 
material being planed securely in a vise, clamp or 
other holding device.

Pliers
Directly apply pressure across the line of cut when 
using pliers. Never substitute pliers for a wrench 
or a hammer because pliers chew up nuts and 
bolt heads and make them unsafe for use by other 
workers.  Also, pliers cannot grip nuts or bolts 
securely, which may result in loss of balance when 
the worker exerts turning force.
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Electricians should use pliers with hand insulating 
grips. Make sure these protective coverings are free 
of cracks, holes or broken portions.

Securely hold the coil or length of wire in a vise 
when cutting it with pliers. Hold the open end of 
the wire with your free hand to prevent the cut-off 
end from flying.

If a vise is not available, kneel on the floor and hold 
the wire with one foot. Always wear safety glasses 
when cutting wire.

Saws
Use slow, careful, downward strokes to help the 
saw cut directly across material. Do not crowd or 
force a saw through the cut because the saw may 
buckle or fly out. Keep the saw sharp, properly set, 
and free of cracks and broken teeth.

Do not hang a saw overhead on hooks or leave it on 
the floor. To prevent scrapes and cuts, do not allow 
it to protrude from the end or edge of a bench.

Scraper
Only experienced workers may use scrapers.  Keep 
scrapers sharp and in good condition. Store them 
in special racks to protect the edges and other 
workers.

Screwdrivers
When driving a screw into small objects, hold the 
object in a vise, not in the hand. If performing elec-
trical work, never use a screwdriver with a shaft 
that extends all the way through its handle.

When selecting a screwdriver, consider the tip size. 
It should fit snugly in the slot of the screw to drive. 
Do not use a twisted screwdriver tip; when apply-
ing driving pressure on a twisted screwdriver tip, 
it slips and can result in injury.  Never use a screw-
driver as a punch, wedge pinchbar, pry or chisel.

Tin snips
Use one hand to operate the snips and the other 
to hold the edges of the metal being cut. Do not 
lean over to cut through the entire dimension when 
cutting wider, longer stock or when the material is 
likely to curl up. Alert and protect the worker next 

to the tin snip operation from the material that falls 
to the floor after the final cut. Wear safety shoes 
and goggles or a face shield for protection against 
the upward curl or spring of the metal as it is cut. 
Never force, hammer or step on the handles of tin 
snips to increase leverage. Use heavier duty snips 
when extra pressure is necessary.

On heavier materials, either reduce the thickness of 
the metal (if it is in layers) or operate the snips in 
short, creeping bites.

Wrenches
Always use the correct wrench for the job. Place 
the jaws on the nut and then pull the wrench, which 
will force it onto the nut. Use socket wrenches for 
hard-to-reach places, and to loosen and tighten 
nuts and other fasteners with the aid of a ratchet 
apparatus. The wrenches are available in a wide 
range of sizes.

Box wrenches have a box opening at both ends, 
each a different size. Use these wrenches to free 
frozen nuts.

Open-end wrenches are made with 15-degrees, dif-
ferent-sized openings at either end and are used 
for a variety of purposes. Do not use an open-end 
wrench to free frozen nuts. Never use a hammer on 
an open-end wrench, or use an extension on the 
handle.

Never use a pipe wrench on nuts because the cor-
ners of the nuts or bolts are likely to break the teeth 
of the pipe wrench jaws, making the tool unsafe for 
future use on pipes and fittings.

Manufacturers make every size of wrench with 
a maximum capacity, so the amount of leverage 
obtained with the wrench handle is the maximum 
application. It is an unsafe, tool-damaging practice 
to add more leverage.

Hand-tool storage
Periodic safety inspections of infrequently used 
hand tools are necessary. Mark such tools with the 
company’s seal or name. Store them in the tool 
cribs of the departments where they are used or 
other proper places.
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Set up records to cover tool repairing, replacement, 
checking and inventory. Inspect them at specific 
times on a continuous basis. Neglected tools can 
cause serious injury.

Provide tool bins and racks at the tool crib for each 
kind of hand tool owned by the company. Train the 
person who is responsible for the tool crib in safe 
and proper tool placement.

Protection against possible accidental contact with 
sharp-edged tools is important. Check the condi-
tion of the tool storage area regularly. Make sure 
that tools are stored properly.

Hand tools that are not stored properly often cause 
tripping or jabbing injuries. They can topple from 
an overhead storage shelf and strike a worker.

Many companies use a color-coding system to 
maintain better hand-tool control. Specific tools are 
color-coded to match the color of the machine or 
equipment on which they are used.

This system reduces the chance of these special 
tools being carried into other departments of the 
plant, where mishandling might occur.

Never place a tool box on the end of a bench where 
a person can knock onto a worker’s feet. Also, 
it does not belong in an aisleway where another 
person may trip. If you must place a tool box on a 
workbench, use a rail to protect it against its being 
pushed off.

Inspect tool belts regularly for the condition of 
material, supporting strength for the tools carried, 
and ability to protect tools from damage. Make 
sure the belt is with the necessary pouches of suffi-
cient depth to hold the tools firmly. The tools, how-
ever, should protrude enough at the top to allow 
the worker to get a firm grip before removing them 
for use.

Wear tool belts so that the tools hang at the side, 
hip-high. If the worker should fall, this provides 
protection against severe back and spine injures.

Hand-tool maintenance
A provision for a tool maintenance procedure is one 
of the most essential factors in any hand tool safety 
program. Extensively used hand tools require care-
ful and frequent inspection to maintain their safe 
use.

When hand tools are not sharpened and dressed 
properly, injuries are often caused through inef-
ficient cutting and glancing off the material being 
worked. Straighten bent shafts, replace broken 
handles, and discard tools that you cannot repair.

A tool’s handle is often the cause of a worker’s inef-
ficiency and unsafe practices. If the handle is splin-
tered, too short, loose-fitting or otherwise poorly 
affixed to the tool, the worker who uses it is exposed 
to possible injury. The worker should know how to 
tighten loose handles by rewedging the end of the 
handle that sticks through the head of the tool.

Remove any hand tool with a defective handle from 
service immediately.

Use a file rather than an abrasive wheel when dress-
ing the tips of screwdrivers. The file will draw less 
temper from the screwdriver tip. Loss of temper in 
a screwdriver soon results in a damaged tool and 
possible injury to the worker using it. A hand tool 
that is not properly dressed and reconditioned can 
be hazardous.

Set up definite procedures in the safe maintenance 
of hand tools and establish wear, frequency of use 
and inspection guide limits. An efficient tool safety 
program requires periodic inspections of all opera-
tions involving hand tools.

Inspect the tool supply room at specific times and 
keep an inventory. Enforce all planned procedures 
and rules involving hand tool safety to reduce inju-
ries.

Powder-Actuated Tools
Powder-actuated fastening tools (PATs) are popu-
lar in the construction industry when jobs call for a 
quick method of securing objects to concrete and 
steel bases. These tools work on much the same 
principle as a firearm, using a gunpowder charge 
to propel a fastening pin or stud.
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What are PATs?
The military developed PATs during World War II as a 
means of attaching steel plates to the sides of ships, 
and eventually came into use in the civilian construc-
tion industry.

There are two types of PATs — direct-acting (high 
velocity) and indirect-acting (low-velocity). In a direct-
acting tool, the expanding gases created by detona-
tion of the gunpowder charge work directly upon the 
fastener, propelling it toward the base material. In an 
indirect-acting tool, the gases drive a piston, which, in 
turn, pushes the fastener into the base material.

The gunpowder cartridges for PATs fall into categories 
defined by the 12 different degrees of strength with test 
velocities ranging from 300 to 1,290 feet per second (fps).
They are color-coded for easier identification. Formerly, 
you had to load cartridges one shot at a time. But PATs 
have evolved from single-shot tools to a multiple-shot 
design with cartridges available in strips of 10 or more. 
Fasteners also are available in strips of 10, although the 
operator must still cock the tool after each shot.

Fasteners, loaded into the muzzle end of the tool, 
are available in many lengths and holding capaci-
ties, each designed for use in a specific base material 
(hard or soft concrete, thick or thin steel) or for a spe-
cific purpose (threaded studs for bolting fixtures to a 
wall, for example).

Direct-acting PATs are still manufactured and sold. 
However, the lower-velocity, indirect-action tools 
are used much more often. In fact, the Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Administration and the 
American National Standards Institute construction 
standards recommend using “the lowest velocity 
tool that will properly set the fastener.”

Fasteners in piston-driven tools (indirect action) 
travel at a lower velocity. In addition, when the 
piston stops moving, the driving action stops, 
reducing the chance of the fastener penetrating 
through the base material.

PATs operate on the same principle as a firearm and 
you must handle them with the same respect. How-
ever, there are also dissimilarities. For example, 
you cannot pick up, point and fire a PAT, like a gun 
because you must press the tool against a firm sur-
face with at least 12 pounds of pressure before the 
trigger will function. Other safety features include a 

drop-firing safety device that prevents the firing pin 
from detonating the powder cartridge if the tool is 
dropped from 10 feet or lower. A tilt safety prevents 
the tool from firing if it is tilted too far from a right 
angle to the surface.

Safety features and rules
Despite the built-in safety devices, a lack of train-
ing with PATs can lead to accidents. To illustrate, a 
carpenter was using a PAT to build a plywood form 
prior to pouring a concrete wall. The fastener pen-
etrated the plywood and struck a co-worker, killing 
him. Several basic safety rules of PAT use were vio-
lated, including;

• The person who last used the PAT should
have unloaded the powder cartridge and
removed the fastener before putting the tool
away;

• The accident victim assumed the PAT was
unloaded, instead of confirming;

• The victim should not have touched the
muzzle of the PAT because pressure against
the muzzle activates the firing mechanism.

Safety standards established for the construction 
industry require a certified instructor thoroughly train 
workers who operate PATs in the use of the tools. 
“Only persons trained and authorized by the tool 
manufacturer shall be qualified to instruct and qualify 
operators for the manufacturer’s powder-actuated 
tools (American National Standard Institute A10.3).” 
In addition, operators must follow the manufacturer’s 
requirements.

You may purchase PATs at various hardware stores 
and rent them from tool rental centers. It is the respon-
sibility of the employer to get training for PAT users, 
and training must be applicable to the tool in use, as 
there are different models of PATs.

PAT training should consist of safety features of the 
tool, cleaning and maintenance, and proper opera-
tion and application. PAT operators also should be 
able to disassemble and re-assemble the tool.

Before you start
A PAT operator should know the proper application 
of the tool, and use it only for the intended pur-
pose. Prior to using the tool, inspect for worn or 
defective parts, and make sure the barrel is free of 
obstructions. Do not use a defective PAT.
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Determine the suitability of the base material with 
a pre-punch test, using a hammer and fastener to 
test the hardness of the material. If the point of the 
fastener flattens, the material is too hard; and if the 
material cracks, it is too brittle. If the fastener sinks 
into the material with a normal hammer blow, the 
material is not hard enough. Examples of unsuitable 
base materials are:

• Too hard — cast iron, welds;
• Too brittle — glass, glazed tile;
• Too soft — wood, drywall.

The tool’s operator must be careful when fastening 
into concrete with a high quantity of hard aggregate 
or steel reinforcing rods. Striking one of these can 
cause the fastener to fishhook and ricochet toward 
the operator or other nearby workers.

A qualified operator should know the proper fas-
tener to use for each base material. He or she must 
determine the appropriate power load. To do this, 
move from the weakest load to the highest, until 
finding the proper load.

Follow recommended guidelines for base material 
thickness, fastener depth, edge distances and fas-
tener spacing.

Concrete
• Recommended thickness — at least three

times the depth of fastener penetration
• Fastener penetration — 1 inch to 1 1/4 inch

in low-strength concrete, 3/4 inch to 1 inch in
average strength concrete, and 5/8 inch to 3/4
inch in hard concrete

• Distance from unsupported edge — 3 inches
• Fastener spacing — 2 1/2 inches apart

Steel
• Recommended thickness — at least 3/16 inch
• Fastener penetration — 1/2 inch. For thinner

steel, the point of the fastener should penetrate
the base material

• Distance from unsupported edge — 1/2 inch
• Fastener spacing — 1 inch apart

Observe basic construction safety rules such as the 
operators and co-workers wearing a hard hat and 
eye protection when operating a PAT. If working in a 

confined space, wear hearing protection. Never use 
a PAT in an explosive or flammable atmosphere. Be 
careful when fastening near live electrical circuits. 
When working on ladders or scaffolds, brace yourself 
to maintain good balance. Never carry a loaded PAT 
from job to job, and never point the muzzle of the PAT 
at any part of your body, especially when cocking the 
firing mechanism.

For the safety of co-workers and bystanders:

• Keep the tool pointed in a safe direction;
• Do not permit bystanders in the immediate

area;
• Be sure the base material has no pre-drilled

holes, for a fastener could easily pass through
and injure someone;

• Do not leave the tool unattended;
• Unload the PAT when not using it, and store

tools and cartridges in a locked container;
• Maintain a safe fastening distance from the

edge of the base material because a piece
could break off and become a dangerous pro-
jectile, or the fastener could ricochet and injure
someone.

In case of misfire
In the event the PAT’s power load does not detonate 
immediately, follow a strict procedure to prevent 
accidental discharge of the fastener. Hold the tool 
against the work surface for 30 seconds, giving the 
cartridge time to fire, then, pull the trigger again. If it 
still does not fire, eject the cartridge (holding the tool 
in a downward position at all times) and inspect it for 
indentation by the firing pin. If there is none, clean 
the breech face of the tool to allow penetration by the 
firing pin. Do not attempt to re-use the power load. 
Instead, dispose of the cartridge in a pail of water.

Cleaning and maintenance
Disassemble and clean PATs each day or after each 
1,000 fastenings, whichever comes first. Inspect for 
worn or defective parts. Parts can become deformed 
by using too strong of a power load with too light of 
a fastener, for example. Replace the damaged parts 
only with parts from that tool’s manufacturer to 
ensure safe operation. Take any PAT in need of repair 
our of service until the repair is made.
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Overview 

• Hand planes exist in a myriad of styles designed to perform a variety of specific
functions.  This class will cover the most common type of planes, bench planes.
Some of what we will be discussing include the following:

• Body material: Wood, metal, or both?

• Components of a Plane: Parts of a plane and their function.

• How a plane works: What properties affect the performance of the tool?

• Types of planes: Reviewing different types of benches planes (jack, jointer,

smoother, etc) as well as bevel up vs. bevel down planes, infill planes, and
specialty planes.

• Vintage planes: A brief discussion of what to look for when buying vintage

tools and how to go about restoring them.

• Proper planing technique: How to use your new best friend.



Body Materials for Bench Planes 
• Wood: Historically, almost all planes had wooden bodies… it was the easiest material that

could be obtained and worked into the proper shape based on the manufacturing capabilities at
that time (and we’re going back thousands of years).  Wood is still the material of choice for
Japanese planes and many western plane users also prefer wood for its weight, the feel of the
wooden sole on the wood being planed, and/or because they like to make their own planes.

• Metal: The majority of (non-Japanese) planes made today are metal, typically ductile cast iron

or bronze.  The bodies are heavy, which is both good and bad, very durable, and stay flat for
decades of normal use and with proper care.

• Transitional: When Stanley released their Bailey series of metal-bodied planes, some

woodworkers wanted the benefit of metal plane’s easy blade adjustments, but preferred the
wood-on-wood feel and lower cost of wooden bodied planes.  These transitional planes were
created to transition woodworkers from wood to metal, but are no longer manufactured or very
desirable among modern woodworkers.  One common reason to buy a vintage one today is to
replace the sole for creating your own inexpensive, relatively light, extremely long jointer plane.



Components of a Plane 
• The major components of a standard metal-bodied bench plane.  Picture from Lie-Nielsen.com.

(Wooden-bodied planes will simply have a wooden body (duh), a blade/iron, and a wedge.)

• Mouth: The opening through the plane’s sole that allows a shaving to pass through.  For
smoothing planes, a tight mouth (just larger than the largest shaving to be taken) is ideal for
minimizing tear-out. For courser work, the mouth isn’t critical as long as it’s not too tight.

• Frog Assembly: Screwed to the body and holds the blade at the desired angle.  Moving the frog
forward or backward adjusts the opening of the mouth.

• Chipbreaker: Not used on all planes, but common for bench planes.  Mates with the back of the
iron to stiffen the blade and help deflect shavings out of the tool.  This is why shavings curl.



Components of a Plane 

• Lever cap: Clamps the blade-chipbreaker assembly to the frog.

• Cap screw: Adjusts the amount of pressure the lever cap applies to the blade.  Pressure should
be high enough that the blade doesn’t wander during use, but light enough that it is easy to spin
the depth adjustment wheel.  When in doubt, use less pressure than you think is necessary and
only increase it if you see the blade shifting position during use.

• Depth adjustment wheel/nut : Controls how far the blade penetrates the sole and
consequently, how thick of a shaving the tool will take.  Beware of Backlash.  In wooden planes,
more penetration is done with a hammer, less penetration requires tapping the heel and setting
the wedge or backing the blade out and starting again…  it’s not as bad as it sounds.

• Lateral adjustment lever: Skews the blade left/right to square the blade to the sole.  Also done
with hammer taps in a wooden plane or block plane.  Move the lever towards the heavy side of
the cut to reduce it.

• Knob: Handle at the front/toe of the tool.

• Tote: Handle at the back/heel of the tool.



How a Plane Works 
• A plane is simply a glorified jig for holding a chisel and a specific angle.  The important aspects

of a plane are the length and flatness of the sole, weight, blade angle and shape, clearance at
the mouth, and (for comfort’s sake) the tote and knob.

• Length of sole: The length determines the type of work the plane will most often be

used for.  Longer planes ride over the high spots on a board, flattening the surface.  The longer
the plane, the flatter/straighter it will make a surface/edge. Shorter planes are preferred when
working localized areas of a board or if the board being planed isn’t very long to begin with
(you don’t need a 24” plane on a 10” board… ever).  This will be discussed more in the Types of
Planes section.

• Flatness of sole: All bench planes are designed to flatten wood, but that cannot happen
if the sole isn’t flat, at least in the critical areas.  This will be discussed more in the Vintage
Planes section.

• Weight: Many view heavy bench planes as a good thing, especially for taking thick shavings
or cutting end grain as the momentum of the tool carries it through the cut easier.  Others
prefer lighter (wooden) planes because they tire less quickly when in use, particularly if the
shaving being taken is thin.

• Blade Angle: Standard bench planes cut at 45° where as low angle planes cut at 37°.  End
grain and softwood tend to cut better at low angles, hardwoods tend to prefer higher angles.
For tricky wood (figured boards, interlocked grain, etc) 55°-65° can be used to reduce tear out.
And if all that fails, a scraper or sandpaper can handle anything.



How a Plane Works 

• Clearance at the mouth: A plane is designed to slice a shaving off a board.  This

happens when the force to slice wood fibers is less than the force to simply tear it away from
the board.  A sharp cutting edge is the best way to ensure slicing the fibers rather than tearing
them, but for critical cuts as when using a smoothing plane for a perfect final surface, a tight
mouth will also help.  The fibers cannot tear up while the sole of the plan is holding them flat.
The sole will do this until the edge of the mouth is reached, freeing the fibers of pressure and
allowing them to pull up.  A tight mouth minimizes the length of this no-pressure zone.  Too
tight, however, and the shaving cannot fit through and will jam.  For non-critical cuts, the
mouth can be left relative wide open.

• Tote & knob: Comfortable grips make a big difference.  Planes are often used for several

minutes or even hours at a time.  If the tote or knob is poorly shaped the plane is essentially
useless no matter how good all the other aspects of the tool may be.

Thick shavings, a wide mouth, a 
chipbreaker set far from the cutting 
edge and, worst of all, a dull blade 
all increase the chance of tearout. 



Types of Planes 

• Bevel-Up vs Bevel-Down:  Direction the bevel faces when a tool is
cutting wood.  Bench planes are bevel-down, block planes are up.

This is where a back-bevel can increase the effective cutting angle on a bevel-down tool, 
helping to reduce tear out.  The other option is to install a high angle frog assembly. 



Types of Planes 

• Bench Planes: Bevel down tools, typically use chipbreakers, and offer depth and lateral

adjustment.  Three categories exist: jack planes, jointer (or try) planes, and smoothing planes.
– Jack planes (14”-18” long) are used first to remove a lot of material quickly (0.007”-0.010”) and begin the flattening

process.  The blade doesn’t have to be shaped or sharpened to perfection, the mouth can be relatively wide open,
and the sole’s flatness isn’t critical.  Vintage jack planes are a good option here.

– Jointer planes (22” or longer) are use to flatten a face or straighten an edge.  The length of these planes enables their
flattening capabilities.  The longer the plane, the flatter the surface.  Shavings are usually moderate (0.005”), mouth
opening isn’t critical, but sole flatness is vital.  If buying vintage, be careful of a warped sole.

– Smoothing planes (10.5” or shorter) are for leaving a perfect surface for finishing.  They take thin shavings (0.001”),
need to be extremely sharp, have a tight mouth, and dead-flat soles.  These are the most sensitive planes to set up.

• Block Planes: Bevel up tools with no chip breaker and often only offer depth adjustment.

Typically smaller tools used for detailed work such as chamfering corners or working small parts.
Technically, even a low angle jointer or smoothing plane is still a block plane, though it functions
like a bench plane.



Types of Planes 

• Infill planes:  Technically, an infill plane is simply a bench plane but generally with no 

frog assembly and the sole of the plane is “filled” with wood.  This forms both the tote and a 
majority of the bed for the iron to rest against.  Many do not use a chipbreaker, but have 
extremely thick irons.  Today, vintage infill planes are pricey collectors items (search for 
Norris planes) and a few modern makers also turn out some gorgeous tools.  If you’re 
interested, look for Hotley, Ron Brese, Daed, Marcou, and Sauer & Steiner planes, but be 
warned, they range from $1,000-$3,000 each depending on the maker and model. 
 

 

 

 

• Specialty Planes: Numerous other planes exist for performing specific functions 

besides simply flattening boards, but they are out of scope for this class.  Some of these 
include moulding planes, rabbet planes, plow (or plough) planes, router planes, shoulder 
planes, chisel planes, shooting planes, and more.  As your skill increases, the need for these 
tools will become apparent based on the work you are doing.  Regardless, a good jack, 
jointer, smoother, and block plane will always be the backbone of any hand tool shop. 



Vintage Planes 
When it comes to vintage planes, there are a few things to consider: 

• Jack planes are a great option here as they’re readily available from Stanley (bailey or
bedrock), Millers Falls, Record, etc. and the set up isn’t critical.

• Jointers are tricky (especially if buying off eBay) because a long, flat sole is critical.  If you can’t
inspect the sole before buying you may end up with a useless tool or one that takes hours of
grinding and lapping to make the sole flat (there’s a lot of material to remove on a tool that
long).  If the sole is flat, however, not much else matters.

• Smoothers require the most precision to set up correctly.  The sole must be dead flat (but at
least there isn’t much material to remove during flattening, so that’s nice), the mouth must be
tight (some vintage planes don’t have enough travel in the frog assembly to actually close the
mouth the desired amount), and the blade must be razor sharp and thick to avoid chatter and
the chipbreaker must meet seamlessly to avoid clogging (expect to replace the blade with a
modern version for decent edge life and thickness).

• If possible, corrugated soles are nice for vintage planes because there is less material to
remove during the flattening process.

• Don’t be too turned off by a little rust or pitting on the tool.  Evapo-Rust or other products will
remove the rust and pitting won’t stop the tool from functioning (unless it’s right at the mouth
or near the cutting edge of the blade, but the blade can be replaced).

• Cracked or welded bodies should be passed over, a cracked handle can be replaced however.



Proper Technique 
• Pressure: Start with downward pressure over the front knob, your dominant hand on the tote

simply pushes forward.  Once the entire tool is over the wood, even pressure can be applied front to
back.  As the tool starts to exit the cut, only apply downward pressure to the rear of the tool.

• Skewing:  It is common (and advisable) to skew a plane in use.  It is more comfortable to hold and
cuts in a slicing fashion leaving a cleaner surface.

• Hollow or humped?: Hollows are always better than humps.  A plane can follow a hump forever,
but can only create a tiny hollow.  Strive to create a hollow and the plane will do the rest.  A spring-joint
is also easy to make using hand planes when edge jointing boards.

• Body position: Keep the plane relatively close for most work, let your body drive the bulk of the
motion, not your arms.  Some operations, like planing across the grain, require more arm motion, but
too much pushing with your arms will wear you out in a hurry.

• Work holding: Several vices and devices exist for immobilizing your work.  Sometimes all you need
is a hard stop to push against.  Just be aware that even moderate clamping pressure can bow the board,
making it very difficult to flatten.  The less clamping and downward pressure you need, the simpler
things will get.

• Order of operations:  Assuming the board is large enough, start with a jack plane to remove the
rough surface and begin the flattening process.  Plane tracks and tear-out are not a big deal at this point.
Next switch to the jointer.  When the surface is flat, tear-out is minimal to non-existent, and plane tracks
are erased, switch to the smoother.  A few light passes is all that should be required to leave a flawless
surface.  If you are spending a long time using the jointer or smoother, you probably didn’t spend
enough time with the previous tool.  You will develop a feel for when to switch fairly quickly.



Creating a 6-Sided Board 
• Start by jack planing straight across the grain. This enables thicker shavings with less

force, but beware of spelching (blow-out on the back edge).

• Next, plane diagonally in both directions.  Pencil marks on the board will help reveal low
areas that have not yet been reached.

• When the entire surface has been hit, plane with the grain (and reduce your shaving
thickness) to get a relatively flat surface with reasonable finish.

• Switch to the jointer.  Planing across is probably unnecessary, but diagonal and with the
grain will still be required.  Shavings are relatively thin, the surface should be flat (FYI- 
not all surfaces need to be dead flat), and the finish should be very good (at least for
show-surfaces).

• Finally, light shavings taken with a smoothing plane should leave a flawless surface.  Use
minimal pressure and only push with the grain.

• After a surface is flat, plane an edge perpendicular to this face.  This reference face and
edge will be what all other dimensions are measured against.

• Repeat for the opposite face and edge.

• For end grain, block planes or shooting boards are commonly used as bench planes are
too large to use by themselves on most boards.

• You can wax the sole of your plane during use to reduce drag.  After use, oil your tools
to prevent rust.  Use Camelia or Jojoba oil as machine oils (WD-40, 3-in-1, etc) can rub
onto the wood and affect the appearance of the finish when applied.



Books / DVDs: 
Coarse, Medium & Fine: Fundamental Woodworking Techniques     by: Christopher Schwarz 
Hand Tool Techniques Part 2: Hand Planing      by: David Charlesworth 
The Handplane Book    by: Garrett Hack 
The New Traditional Woodworker    by Jim Tolpin 
Foundations of Better Woodworking     by Jeff Miller 

Popular Brands: 
Clifton Millers Falls 
Lie-Nielsen Record 
Veritas Stanley (bailey or bedrock) 

Websites: 
www.lie-nielsen.com 
www.leevalley.com (veritas) 
www.supertool.com  (just about every plane Stanley ever made) 

My Info: 
www.walkemooretools.com  
aaron.moore@walkemooretools.com    (feel free to email any questions) 
Follow on instagram at walkemooretools for tips and tool announcements 
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